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Abstract
The proposed design is for the the production of propene through propane dehydrogenation using
Thyssen Krupp’s STAR technology and a hybrid membrane separation. The plant has a capacity of 700
kT/yr and will be located in the Middle East. At current propane/propene prices, the use of Thyssen
Krupp’s STAR process and hybrid membrane separation is not economical and has a negative IRR. The
NPV of this project at current market prices is -$865MM. However, economic feasibility depends on
volatile market conditions. The process begins with the oxydehydrogenation section, consisting of four
reformers connected to four oxyreactors that are cycled to allow for regeneration of the .2-.6%Pt- Sn/
ZnAl2O5 catalyst. In order to produce polymer grade propene, a separation is needed following
dehydrogenation. Separation operations include adsorption, MEA absorption system, distillation, and a
hybrid distillation/membrane C3 splitter.
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University of Pennsylvania
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
220 South 33rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104
April 12, 2015
Hello Dr. Gorte and Professor Fabiano,
Enclosed you will find a proposed process design for the industrial production of
polymer-grade propene through the oxydehydrogenation of propane as proposed by Mr. Wismer.
The presence of oxygen as a feed results in an increased conversion of propane in the second
reactor as well as the exothermic conversion of the hydrogen byproduct which allows for
autothermal reforming.
The design uses technology licensed from the STAR process by Thyssen Krupp and
involves the dehydrogenation of propane over a .2-.6%Pt-Sn/ZnAl2O5 catalyst in the presence of
steam. The effluent is then sent to a second reactor along with pure oxygen. Conventional
propane dehydrogenation requires considerable heat to satisfy the endothermic heat of reaction
and the conversion per pass is equilibrium limited. The contents are taken to an adsorption
column to remove water from the system. After this step, the product stream is sent to an an
MEA absorption system to remove carbon dioxide and then another distillation column to
remove hydrogen, carbon monoxide and light components. The resulting stream of C3
hydrocarbons is then sent to a novel hybrid system consisting of a distillation column and
membrane separation to separate the propane and propene. The proposed plant with be located in
the Middle East and has the capacity to produce 700 kT/yr of polymer grade propene.
This report contains detailed process design, economic analysis, and conclusions and
recommendations for the implementation of the plant. At current raw material costs, the
proposed design is economically feasible at a propene price of $0.43. At current propene prices,
the estimated IRR is negative and the NPV is -$865,000,000. The continuous operations in this
process were modeled using Aspen Plus v8.6. Cost estimates for the equipment were obtained
using the equations contained in Process Design Principles, 3rd Edition, by Seider, Seader, Lewin
and Widagdo.
Thank you for the assistance afforded to us during this project.
Sincerely,
Jeff Barsamian

Jayant Rao

Patrick Staiber

Eric Wamakima
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Abstract
The proposed design is for the the production of propene through propane
dehydrogenation using Thyssen Krupp’s STAR technology and a hybrid membrane separation.
The plant has a capacity of 700 kT/yr and will be located in the Middle East. At current
propane/propene prices, the use of Thyssen Krupp’s STAR process and hybrid membrane
separation is not economical and has a negative IRR. The NPV of this project at current market
prices is -$865MM. However, economic feasibility depends on volatile market conditions.
The process begins with the oxydehydrogenation section, consisting of four reformers
connected to four oxyreactors that are cycled to allow for regeneration of the .2-.6%PtSn/ZnAl2O5 catalyst. In order to produce polymer grade propene, a separation is needed
following dehydrogenation. Separation operations include adsorption, MEA absorption system,
distillation, and a hybrid distillation/membrane C3 splitter.
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Introduction
As demand increases for propene, the basis of the bulk polymer polypropylene, there has
been significant research on alternatives to traditional propene production. Historically,
propylene has been supplied a by product of refinery catalytic crackers and olefin plants that use
naphtha or gas oil feedstock. However, in recent years, the decline in US gasoline consumption
combined with the displacement of naphtha by ethane as a feedstock for olefin crackers has led
to a decline in by-product propene production. These trends are expected to continue for the
foreseeable future as new ethane-supplied crackers come on stream. As a result, propene will be
increasingly supplied by on-purpose production. Although ethylene metathesis may play a bigger
role in the future if ethylene prices drop as expected, the current preferred on-purpose route is
propane dehydrogenation. This has typically been done in catalytic high temperature reactors.
Propane dehydrogenation requires considerable heat to satisfy the endothermic heat of
reaction and the conversion per pass is equilibrium limited. Additionally, the separation of
propane and propene is very energy intensive. In 2014, Thyssen Krupp developed the STAR
process to combat these issues. This technology uses oxydehydrogenation as an alternative to
direct dehydrogenation. In this technology, oxygen is co-fed to the reactor to react
exothermically with the hydrogen produced by dehydrogenation (Herauville, 2012). Thus, the
heat of combustion can be used to supply heat for the dehydrogenation reaction. Additionally,
the consumption of hydrogen allows the equilibrium conversion of propane to propene to
increase. The higher propylene content of the reactor allows for a less energy intensive C3
separation.
Current methods of the C3 separation involved in propane dehydrogenation processes are
very energy intensive as well. Conventional distillation can require up to 200 theoretical stages
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and reflux ratios greater than 10. One promising alternative to distillation is membrane
separation. A recent membrane development is to use a composite of resins and molecular
sieves. Although not commercially available, ZIF-8, is showing promise in both C3 splitting and
CO2 purification. There has been some indication that a hybrid process using both distillation
and membranes may be optimal. This project attempts to quantify the feasibility of this system.
There are five licensed technologies for propane dehydrogenation: CATOFIN from
Lummus Technology, Oleflex from UOP, Fluidized Bed Dehydrogenation from Snamprogetti,
STAR process from Thyssen Krupp Udhe, and PDH from Linde/BASF. The main differences
between these technologies are the type of catalyst, regeneration methods, reactor design, and
methods used to increase conversion. Although all these technologies have their strengths and
weaknesses, the scope of this project was to evaluate one of these technologies. This project
evaluates the potential of the STAR process and a hybrid membrane separation to produce
propene.
The process begins with the oxydehydrogenation section, consisting of four reformeroxyreactor complexes that are cycled to allow for catalyst regeneration. Various separations are
performed after to get a polymer grade purity (>99.5%). Separation operations include a water
adsorption system to recycle water, monoethanolamine CO1 capture system, distillation column
to recover hydrogen and light hydrocarbons and a hybrid membrane C3 splitter. The NPV and
IRR of this process is highly sensitive to the price margin between propane and propene. The
price margin is currently relatively small for propene and propane at current market conditions,
making the process uneconomical. In order to determine the most economical type of on-purpose
PDH process, a complete analysis of all five technologies should be conducted.
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The proposed plant will be located in Middle East and will produce 700 kilotons of
propene a year. This location was chosen to supply the propene needs in the Middle East and
Europe (ICIS, 2016). The project will able to avoid the current supply glut of propene in China
by focusing on supplying these markets. This location will also minimize propane costs because
propane feed stocks are readily available from the oil refinery operations there.
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Objective-time Chart
Project Name

Propane Dehydrogenation by Autothermal Reforming

Project
Champions

Mr. John Wismer, Dr. Raymond Gorte, Dr. Leonard Fabiano

Project Leaders

Jeff Barsamian, Jayant Rao, Patrick Staiber, Eric Wamakima

Specific Goals

Evaluate the potential of an on-purpose propene plant with a capacity of
500kT/year using propane oxydehydrogenation and hybrid membrane
separation

Project Scope

In scope:
• Design of oxydehydrogenation reactor complex
• Design of gas separation unit
• Design of hybrid membrane separation to achieve polymer grade
99.5% wt. purity
• Market and profitability analysis
• Determination of plant location
Out of scope:
• Distribution of final propene product

Deliverables

Business Opportunity Assessment
• What is the market for propene?
• What competitors currently produce propene?
Manufacturing Capability Assessment:
• Can the plant be built with reasonable capital investment?

Timeline

Complete design and economic analysis by April 12, 2016
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Market and Competitive Analysis
Propene Uses
Propene is available in three grades of various purities: refinery grade (60-70%),
chemical grade (93-94%), and polymer grade (minimum of 99.5%). The most common use of
propene is polypropylene, which accounts for almost two thirds of global propene consumption.
Polypropylene is one of the most versatile bulk polymers because of its excellent mechanical and
chemical properties and has found uses in a variety of consumer and industrial products.
Polypropylene and polypropylene alloys account for a third of the plastics used in the automobile
sector. Injection molded polypropylene is used in electrical appliances, household goods, and
toys. Film grade polypropylene is used in packaging, and polypropylene can be extruded into
pipes, wire and cable. Although polypropylene experienced high levels of growth in the 1990s
but has since dropped to around 5% a year due to the increased price of propylene compared to
other base chemicals (ICIS, 2010).
Propene is also used in acrylonitrile, which is used to make acrylic fibers. Acrylic fibers
have a variety of applications, from clothing to home furnishings. The third largest use of
propene is for propylene oxide, and intermediate for the production of flexible foams and
propylene glycol ethers. Other uses of propene include various alcohols, cumene, and acrylic
acid.

Propene Market Overview
In the long term, reduction in propene supplies from steam crackers and refineries
together with the resulting higher price levels are supporting investments in on-purpose
production (IHS, 2016). In the short term, however, the market price for propylene is heavily
influenced by the current global oversupply due to improved production and softer demand (ICIS
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News, 2015). This oversupply is expected to persist and continue to affect the price of propene
and its derivatives. US propene prices are expected to slowly climb in the first quarter as the
supply of the preferred US cracker feedstock is varied (ethane vs. propane) (ICIS, 2016).
American refinery propene production is also expected to remain strong due to strong operating
rates as a result of low gasoline prices (ICIS, 2016).
Supply in Northeast Asia is also expected to increase in Q1 2016 due to additionally
capacity from SK Advanced’s 600kT/year propane dehydrogenation unit expected to come on
stream in March in South Korea (ICIS 2016). In China, propene consumption is expected to
grow by 3.1 MT to 24.1 MT/year (Xiao, 2016). China already has 4 PDH plants with a total
capacity of 2.1 million tonnes, with 2 more plants coming on this year (Xiao, 2016). Industry
sources have said that Chinese PDH units have ben running at reduced capacity to prevent an
oversupply of propene and “are expected to run around 70% of capacity this year in view of the
projected demand for propylene” (Xiao, 2016). In Southeast Asia, IRPC is expected to run their
320 kT/year direct catalytic cracker on spec in Q1 (ICIS, 2016).

Propene Competition
A major source of propene is naphtha cracking and refinery cracking producing other
products. However, the combination of reduced gasoline demand and the shift to lighter steam
cracker feedstocks with lower propene yields has increased the amount of propene that is
produced on purpose (Intratec, 2012). Current on purpose technologies include olefin metathesis,
propane dehydrogenation, and methanol-to-olefins/methanol-to-propene, and fluid catalytic
cracking (FCC). Olefin metathesis is a reversible reaction between ethylene and butenes in which
double bonds are broken and then reformed to form propene (Intratec B, 2012). This process
results in a 90 wt.% propane yield. Methanol-to-olefins/methanol-to-propene converts synthesis
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gas to methanol and then convers the methanol to ethylene and propene. However, a large
amount of methanol is required to make world scale propene plant. High severity FCC uses
traditional FCC technology under severe conditions but only achieves conversions of around
25%.
There are five licensed technologies for propane dehydrogenation: CATOFIN from
Lummus Technology, Oleflex from UOP, Fluidized Bed Dehydrogenation from Snamprogetti,
STAR process from Thyssen Krupp Udhe, and PDH from Linde/BASF. The main differences
between these technologies are the type of catalyst, regeneration methods, reactor design, and
methods used to increase conversion. According to Intratec, there were at least 16 PDH units in
operation with a capacity of 5260 kT/year of propene. Plans for 13 additional PDH units have
been announced to increase capacity to 12,590 kT/year by the end of 2015 (Intratec). For the
most part, most new units are based on the UOP technology (Gorte, 2016). If built now, our
project would clearly be entering the market amidst a supply glut and tough economic conditions
for propene producers. Producers are currently producing below capacity to avoid flooding the
market.

Propane Market Overview
According to IFC International, “propane production is expected to continue to grow
rapidly, keeping downward pressure on average propane prices relative to oil prices” (IFC,
2016). This is a positive sign for propene producers. If propane prices remain low, and propene
prices rise to levels seen in 2014, this combination could allow for this project to make economic
sense.
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Preliminary Process Synthesis

Figure 1 Process synthesis tree diagram showing developed decisions with rectangles and undeveloped decisions with diamonds
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Process Block Diagram

Figure 2 overall block diagram for producing propene from propane

Figure 2 shows an overall block diagram with the process steps for converting propane
to propene. The first step is the reaction of propane to propene. Depending on the reaction
process there could be a number of different products. No matter which reaction process is
used there will be a need for separating propane and propene from hydrogen or carbon
dioxide. Because full conversion of propane is impractical, the final step in the process will have
to separate propane from the desired product.

Reactors
The dehydrogenation of propane is facilitated by a number of catalysts. The catalyst can
be based on chromium, nickel, or platinum. Chromium and nickel are significantly cheaper than
platinum, but can only achieve molar propane conversions of about 10% while platinum catalysts
have demonstrated conversions of up to 50% under certain conditions (Herauville, 2012). The
significant recycle volume associated with the low conversion of propane would require increased
reactor and separation capital that made platinum the metal of choice. Patent US20030139637 and
the STAR Process by UHDE have reported propane conversions of 50% using 0.2-0.6% platinum
on a hydrotalcite support (ThyssenKrupp, 2014).
Propane can be converted to propylene through standard dehydrogenation in which
propane is fed through a catalyst bed with an inert carrier or oxydehydrogenation in which oxygen
is also fed to the reactor to consume hydrogen and push the conversion of propane further. In
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standard propane dehydrogenation platinum catalyst can reach propane conversions of about 2030% and propylene selectivities up to 100% at temperatures above 550 oC. This reaction is
endothermic and requires heating to maintain reactor temperatures and achieve the desired
conversion. In oxydehydrogenation propane can be reach conversions of 50% and the overall
reaction is exothermic; depending on oxygen feeds the reactor may not need heating or cooling.
Oxydehydrogenation also has side combustion reactions of propane and propylene with
selectivities of about 3% (Rytter, 2003). Because of the large wide flammable limits of hydrogen,
the concentration of oxygen to hydrogen has to be kept below 25% or above 96% by volume.
Patent US20030139637 operates in the fuel lean regime which requires a large volume of gas
heating and separations, but combusts all the hydrogen produced which removes the necessity of
hydrogen separations and provides a large amount of heating for the reaction. The STAR Process
operates in the fuel rich regime which does not consume all the hydrogen, but provides enough
heat for the reaction. The STAR Process was chosen in favor of easier temperature control and
avoiding increased capital costs to handle the larger volume of gases used by Patent
US20030139637.
The catalyst has to be regenerated periodically due to deactivation from carbon deposition.
In order for downstream operations to operate continuously the regeneration time has to be covered
with excess reactor capacity and either storage or even more reactor capacity. The storage required
decreases with increasing number of reactors, but fixed costs associated with the reactors and
operational hazard increases with running more reactors. The excess reactor capacity required
without storage also decreases with increasing number of reactors, but faces the same issues with
increasing the number of reactors. Using 4 to 6 reactors as an optimum range of reactors, the capital
required to store product is less expensive than increasing reactor capacity and dead time to forgo
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storage. However, running reactors with excess capacity to avoid storage was chosen to avoid the
safety risk associated with storing a large amount of gaseous fuel.

C3 Gas Separation from Lights
Once the choice of reactor was settled upon, oxydehydrogenation reactors, gas components
to be separated out are water, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen and lighter hydrocarbon
components (lights). The water separation process is the first step because excess steam is fed to
the reactor to decrease the vapor pressure of propane therefore water is removed first to decrease
the overall size for the plant streams. The water is removed by simply cooling with cooling water
and an adsorption column with 3A molecular sieves. The cooling water removes most of the water
and the molecular sieve dries the gas by removing 95% of water present in the feed to the
adsorption column.
Carbon dioxide is then removed next and various capture systems were considered. The
systems considered were sodium carbonate, calcium carbonate and monoethanolamine (MEA)
capture systems. The system decided upon was the MEA system because this capture system is
purchased with its own utility provision system which saves on total utility cost for the process.
The costing for the MEA system was estimated using the technoeconomic feasibility study
performed on three different MEA capture systems with utilities. The process with the least utility
cost and capital investment cost was decided upon (Hwang, 2012). The capture efficiency of the
system is 94%.
Finally, prior to propane and propene separation, the other gas components are separated
out. The options considered were a coldbox-pressure swing adsorption (PSA) system, cryogenic
distillation, PRISM membrane separation. The coldbox-PSA system has the advantage of
separating out hydrogen which could be sold as a byproduct. The hydrogen however is preferably
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burnt as fuel to provide heating necessary for the process therefore does not require to be extracted
using PSA. This separation is done by cryogenic distillation which separates out methane, ethane,
ethene, hydrogen, carbon monoxide. This stream contents are burnt to provide heating as
previously mentioned. The PRISM membrane separation only separates 85% of hydrogen and due
to the 99.5% purity requirement of propene this process was not pursued.

Propane/Propene Separation
As was previously stated, three methods of propane/propene separation were considered
for this report: using only a distillation column, using only a membrane, and using a hybrid
configuration including elements of both previously mentioned designs. It was suggested that a
hybrid separation system is the most optimal method of separation when compared to using only
a distillation column or only a membrane (Benali, 2010). For this reason, the hybrid system was
taken as the base-case and explored in the most detail in this report. The other designs were also
explored and have their results summarized and are compared with the hybrid system in terms of
economic viability.
When considering a hybrid separation system, the first major challenge was to decide
whether the distillation column or the membrane would be used for the initial separation of propene
from propane. Correspondingly, the configuration of the hybrid system had to be considered. A
cost analysis and optimization report by Benali found that the most cost-effective configuration of
a propane-propene hybrid separation system involves a distillation column performing the initial
separation. The distillate of the column then undergoes further separation by passing through the
membrane. Because Benali found this configuration to be the most cost effective in terms of capital
and operating costs when used for C3 separation, it was pursued further by the group and chosen
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as our base design which would be compared to the distillation only and membrane only separation
systems.

Product Storage
It was decided that for the transportation of the propene product, tanker rail cars or tank
capable of being transported by a truck would be used. These tanks are designed to handle
pressures of 249 to 319 psi and temperatures of 14 to 149 F. Because of this, the permeate of the
membrane must be liquefied and cooled to temperatures within the range of the tanker’s
specifications.
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Assembly of Database
Aspen Simulation Specification
The overall process design was simulated in ASPEN Plus V8.8 software. The UNIQUAC
property method which uses Ideal gas and Henry’s law was used for the simulation except for the
adsorption, absorption and membrane separations which were modelled in excel and their results
hard coded into aspen as separator blocks.
The reactors were modelled using the RSTOIC which is a stoichiometric reactor which
fractional conversions for all major and side reactions are specified. This model was used for the
reformer and the oxyreactor. The distillation columns were initially modelled with DSTWU which
provided insight on parameters such as minimum reflux ratio, feed tray location and distillate rate.
The more rigorous model RADFRAC was then used with the known parameters in the final
process design. The column parameters were then manipulated to produce desired results of
separation using design specs.
The membrane separation process as mentioned before were modelled as simple separators
where the component fraction in the permeate and retentate streams were manually entered.
Similar process was applied to the adsorption and absorption processes. To simulate pressure drop
across the membrane, turbines were placed on the permeate streams. Finally, for heat exchangers
HEATER and HEATX models were applied.

Input Costs
The main utility inputs in the process are natural gas, electricity, cryogenic refrigeration, steam
at various pressures, nitrogen gas as an inert, cooling and chilled water. The costs of these inputs
were obtained from Process Design Principles, 3rd edition, by Seider, Seider, Levin and Windago.
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The utility cost for the carbon dioxide capture system were scaled from technoeconomic feasibility
study of capture systems (Hwang, 2012).
Raw material inputs for the continuous process are propane and oxygen. The price of propene
was estimated by incorporating the price difference between propane and propene provided by our
faculty advisor Dr. Raymond Gorte. The price of oxygen was estimated from oxygen production
systems providing oxygen purity of 97% (Wilcox, 2005).
Table 1 Summary of material costs for the process design

Material
Propane
Oxygen
Propene

Ratio (lb per lb propene)
1.222
0.136
N/A

Unit cost ($/lb)
0.134
0.076
0.33

Safety and MSDS
Safety measures are discussed in the other consideration section. The major safety issue is
flammability of the hydrocarbon components in the process design. Material Safety Data Sheets
are compiled in Appendix C which further outline safety conditions.
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Process Flow Diagram and Material Balances
Process Flow Diagrams

Figure 3 Schematic of reactor complex blocks and streams
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Figure 4 schematic of gas separation
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Figure 5 schematic of C3 separations using a hybrid system
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Figure 5 schematic of C3 separations using only membranes
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Figure 6 schematic of C3 separations using only a distillation column
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Stream Tables
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28

29

30

31

32
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Process Description
The overall process was split into three sections: steam production, propane
dehydrogenation, initial gas separation, and the final gas separation of propane and propene.

Propane Dehydrogenation
Water is fed to the boiler H-101 as shown in Figure 3 along with recycled water from
downstream processes at 166 oF to produce 385471 lb/hr of steam at 73 psi. The steam is mixed
with the reactor feed in a 2:1 molar ratio of steam to propane to keep the partial pressure of
propane low and prevent carbon deposition on the catalyst which extends the length of time the
catalyst can be used in reaction before regeneration. The steam is heated to a temperature of 467
o

F to ensure that the vapor fraction of the reactor feed mixture remains at 1 after mixing with the

propane feed. The heat duty on the boiler is 438 MMBTU/hr. Recycled hydrogen and propane
are burned to supply the boiler with 383 MMBTU/hr of heat and the balance is covered with
natural gas. The feed mixture is then sent through a heat exchanger with the reactor products to
raise the feed mixture to reactor temperatures of 1094 oF.
After the propane feed and recycle have been mixed with steam and raised to reactor
temperatures, the feed mixture is split into three equal streams and sent to the three reformers in
operation. The propane reacts in the packed bed of 0.2-0.6% Pt-Sn/ZnAl2O5 catalyst at a
temperature of 1094 oF and pressure of 73 psi. The feed has a residence time of 2 seconds and
achieves 30% molar conversion of propane. Propane reacts according to the following reactions:
𝐶" 𝐻$ → 𝐶" 𝐻' + 𝐻)

(1)

𝐶" 𝐻$ → 𝐶) 𝐻- + 𝐶𝐻-

(2)

𝐶" 𝐻$ + 𝐻) → 𝐶) 𝐻' + 𝐶𝐻-

(3)
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𝐶" 𝐻$ + 2 𝐻) → 3 𝐶𝐻𝐶𝐻- → 𝐶 + 2 𝐻)

(4)
(5)

After a reactor runs for six hours it is allotted an hour for shutdown and startup and an hour for
catalyst regeneration. The catalyst is regenerated by first flushing the catalyst bed with pure
nitrogen from the air separation unit to remove any large concentrations of fuel, and then air is
fed through the catalyst bed at 1094 oF to burn off carbon deposition on the catalyst. With 4
reactors the 2-hour dead time is shifted from one reactor to the next to maintain a continuous
operation of 3 reactors at any time.
Following the reformers, the products are fed to another reactor packed with the same
catalyst that co feeds pure oxygen to react with hydrogen product from the reformer reactors and
push the propane conversion. Some of the hydrocarbons in the oxydehydrogenation reactors
react with oxygen to form carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide side products. The following
reactions occur in the oxydehydrogenation of propane:
𝐶" 𝐻$ +

1
𝑂 → 𝐶" 𝐻' + 𝐻) 𝑂
2 )

(6)

𝐶" 𝐻$ + 5 𝑂) → 3 𝐶𝑂) + 4 𝐻) 𝑂

(7)

9
𝐶" 𝐻' + 𝑂) → 3 𝐶𝑂) + 3 𝐻) 𝑂
2

(8)

𝐶𝐻- → 𝐶 + 2 𝐻)

(9)

2 𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶 + 𝐶𝑂)

(10)

1
𝐶 + 𝑂) → 𝐶𝑂
2

(11)

𝐶 + 𝐻) 𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻)
𝐶" 𝐻$ + 3 𝐻) 𝑂 → 3 𝐶𝑂 + 7 𝐻)
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Propylene has a lower selectivity in the oxydehydrogenation reactors of 88% with a COx
selectivity 10% and a small amount of light ends forming. The oxydehydrogenation produces
carbon dioxide, which must be removed using MEA absorption later in the process, and carbon
monoxide, which can be separated from propylene along with hydrogen. Even with the
formation of these side products, oxydehydrogenation is favorable because consumption of
hydrogen and increased conversion of propylene lower the separation duties of the hydrogen and
the C3 separation columns. The oxydehydrogenation reactor operates adiabatically and the
overall reaction system is exothermic causing the product stream to heat to about 1211 oF. This
heat increase reduces the selectivity of propylene, but the increase in temperature offers a driving
force for the reactor feed to increase to reformer temperatures during the product heat recovery.

C3 Gas Separation from Lights
This section is represented by Section 200 in Figure 2. Figure 4 provides more detail on the
equipment for the C3 gas separation from lights section. The reactor effluent goes through turbine
T-201 to reduce the pressure of the reactor effluent from 52.5 psi to 34.8 psi which is the required
pressure for the adsorption column. The temperature decreases from 461 F to 419 F. The turbine
produces recoverable power that is used in running compressors. After expansion the gas is cooled
further using cooling water heat exchanger HX-201 cooling the reactor effluent from 419 F to 176
F. In this heat exchanger water precipitates out 97.3% of the water present in the reactor effluent.
To save on utilities cost this water is recycled to the steam reformer. The cooler stream at lower
pressure then goes through an adsorption column with 3A molecular sieves. The adsorption
column separates out 95% of the remaining water. The water adsorption column goes through
regeneration every 8hrs. The regeneration process begins with taking one of the adsorption
columns offline after 80% loading of the 3A molecular sieves. Once loaded the other regenerated
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column goes online. The regeneration process begins with 0.5 hours of nitrogen purging to remove
any residual hydrocarbons in the column then hot air at 350 F to remove the loaded water for 6.5
hours. The column is then allowed to cool for 1 hour before being brought back online.
After water removal, carbon dioxide is removed from the reactor effluent. The
monoethanolamine capture system has an efficiency of 94% (Hwang, 2012). The capture system
is represented by AB-201 with the accompanied representative equipment shown in Figure 4. The
gas steam then goes through a series compressive steps to increase the pressure from 25 psi to 300
psi for the cryogenic distillation. C-201 and C-202 achieve this pressure change. This pressure
change is associated with a 176 F to 423 F. DC-202 separates out hydrogen, methane, ethane,
ethane and the remaining carbon dioxide. The refrigeration cost of the column are high because
cryogenic temperatures are necessary to separate out hydrogen. The separated out hydrogen is
combusted in various heaters to provide necessary heating. The distillation column has 4 passes to
reduce the diameter of the column and reduce cost.

Perfectly selective Pt-Sn Based Catalyst
During the design process information about the selectivity of a similar catalyst being 100%
selective for the production of propene was introduced (Gorte, 2016). This would mean that gas
separation of methane, ethane, ethane, carbon dioxide and carbon dioxide would be unnecessary.
This would result in savings in the capital costs for the MEA capture system as well as the utilities
for it. While there would be savings in not requiring the carbon dioxide capture system, cryogenic
distillation would still be necessary for the removal of hydrogen from the hydrocarbon stream. The
source also claims a lower conversion of 35% which would require overall greater recycle stream.
The effect of lower selectivity would have to be investigated but one of the sure effects would be
more energy intensive hydrogen separation due to the larger recycle stream. The removal of these
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separation requirements could save money depending on how much cryogenic separation of
hydrogen costs increase due to the reduction in single pass conversion.

Propane/Propene Separation
Hybrid System
The bottoms products from the hydrogen separation column is separated further, with the
end goal to produce 99.5% pure, polymer grade propene which can then be sold. To do this, a
hybrid separation process, which can be seen in Figure 4, is used which takes advantage of both
multi-stage distillation columns and membranes to separate propene from the hydrocarbon
mixture.
The bottoms product from the hydrogen separation column, DC-202, is comprised of
47.5% propene by mass. The desired product has a 99.5% propene composition. To achieve this,
a distillation column and membrane are used is series. The distillation column, DC-500,
produces a 68.4% propene by mass distillate at a temperature and pressure of 103 F and 225 psi
respectively. Because of the expected size of the distillation column, 4 passes are used to limit
the diameter of the column and consequently the cost. The temperature and pressure of this
liquid distillate must be increased so that the stream is fed to the membrane as a vapor at a high
enough pressure to account for the pressure drop through the membrane. The pressure of the
liquid stream is increased to 575 psi using centrifugal pump, P-502. Heat exchanger, HX-500,
increases the temperature of the stream to 162 F using heat from the final product stream. To
vaporize the stream, heater H-500 is used to raise the temperature from 162 F to 257 F.
The high pressure, gas stream is then passed through membrane M-500. The membrane
provides further purification of the stream, separating propene from the inlet stream. Propene
passes through the membrane and exits in the permeate stream at a concentration of 99.5 percent.
This product stream is at a temperature of 94 F and pressure of 20 psi. For transportation of the
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propene product, it is desired that the stream be liquefied and stored at 100F and 250 psi. To do
this, compressor C-500 is used to increase the stream’s pressure from 20 to 250 psi. The exit
temperature of the compressor is 338 F. Because the desired temperature is 100 F, the product
stream exchanges some heat with the membrane’s feed stream in heat exchanger H-500. The exit
product stream temperature is 113 F. To achieve the desired 100 F, cooling water is used in heat
exchanger H-501. The product stream is now at the desired composition, temperature, and
pressure and can be safely stored and transported.
The bottoms product of the distillation column, DC-500, and the retentate of the
membrane, M-500, can be collected and recycled to the reactor. The valve, V-500, decreases the
pressure of the bottoms stream to 20 psi so that the bottoms and retentate streams are at the same
pressure for mixing. After the liquid bottoms and vapor retentate are mixed using mixer MX-500
the stream is split using splitter, SP-500, with 90% of the stream being recycled and the other
10% being purged and burned for heat. The 90% that is being recycled is heated from -29 F to
77F using low pressure steam in heater H-502 to ensure the stream is entirely vapor. Compressor
C-501 is then used to increase the pressure of the stream from 20 to 73 psi so that it can be mixed
with the feed propane at identical pressures.
Distillation Column
The bottoms products from the hydrogen separation column is separated further, with the
end goal to produce 99.5% pure, polymer grade propene which can then be sold. To do this, a
multi-stage distillation column, which can be seen in Figure 6, is used to separate propene from
the hydrocarbon mixture.
The bottoms product from the hydrogen separation column, DC-202, is comprised of
47.5% propene by mass. The desired product has a 99.5% propene composition. To achieve this,
the bottoms product is fed to a distillation column. The distillation column, DC-300, produces a
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99.5% propene by mass distillate at a temperature and pressure of 99 F and 225 psi respectively.
Because of the expected size of the distillation column, 4 passes are used to limit the diameter of
the column and consequently the cost.
The bottoms product of the distillation column, DC-300, is collected and recycled to the
reactor. The stream is split using splitter, SP-500, with 90% of the stream being recycled and the
other 10% being purged and burned for heat. The pressure of the 90% that is being recycled is
decreased from 245 to 73 psi using the valve, V-300, so that it can be mixed with the feed
propane at identical pressures.
Membrane System
The bottoms products from the hydrogen separation column is separated further, with the
end goal to produce 99.5% pure, polymer grade propene which can then be sold. To do this, two
membranes are used in series to separate propene from the hydrocarbon mixture, with the
process being depicted in Figure 5.
The bottoms product from the hydrogen separation column, DC-202, is comprised of
47.5% propene by mass. The desired product has a 99.5% propene composition. To achieve this,
the bottoms product is first fed to heater, H-400, which raises the stream temperature to 160 F
and vaporizes the stream. The high pressure, gas stream is then passed through membrane M400. This membrane provides an initial purification of the stream, separating propene from the
inlet stream. Propene passes through the membrane and exits in the permeate stream at a
concentration of 98.5 percent. This product stream is at a temperature of 3 F and pressure of 20
psi.
Before being fed to the second membrane, the pressure of the stream is increased to 290
psi using compressor, C-400, which also increases the temperature of the stream to 250 F. The
stream is then fed through membrane M-401, which provides a final separation of propene from
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propane. Propene passes through the membrane and exits in the permeate stream at a
concentration of 99.5 percent. This product stream is at a temperature of 150 F and pressure of
20 psi.
For transportation of the propene product, it is desired that the stream be liquefied and
stored at 100F and 250 psi. To do this, compressor C-500 is used to increase the stream’s
pressure from 20 to 250 psi. The exit temperature of the compressor is 403 F. Because the
desired temperature is 100 F, cooling water is used in heat exchanger H-401. The product stream
is now at the desired composition, temperature, and pressure and can be safely stored and
transported.
The retentate of membranes, M-400 and M-401, can be collected and recycled to the
reactor. After both vapor retentate streams are mixed using mixer MX-400, the stream is split
using splitter SP-400 with 90% of the stream being recycled and the other 10% being purged and
burned for heat. The pressure of the 90% that is being recycled is increased from 20 to 73 psi
using compressor C-402 so that it can be mixed with the feed propane at identical pressures.
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Energy Balance and Utility Requirements
To maximize efficiency, all streams were evaluated for their potential to heat or cool
another process. In particular, the remaining H2 that was removed (S-210, Figure 4) and the
purge stream (S-516, Figure 5) have a significant amount of heat (7.88E8 BTU/hr) and are
combusted to provide heat to other units in the process.
H2 that is generated through the dehydrogenation process is reacted exothermically with
the oxygen in the oxyreactors (R-102, R-104, R-106, R-108, Figure 3) to produce water. Since
the oxyreactor is run adiabatically at 1094F, the reactor requires no utilities and heats the effluent
streams (S-133 and associated streams, Figure 3) to 1211F. This increased temperature allows
heat exchanger HX-101 to have a greater driving potential and thus drive more heat into the
reformer feed stream (S-103).
R-101 and associated reactors run at 1094F and have an energy requirement of 4.05E7
BTU/hr each. This energy is supplied by the combustion of S-210. The steam fed to our reactor
is recycled from our water adsorption unit in S-212 and boiled in H-101. The energy requirement
of the fired heaters H-101, H-500 and H-502 is satisfied fully by the recovered energy from the
streams S-210 and S-516. The distillation columns DC-202 and DC-500 heating requirement in
the reboilers was also met by the combustion of S-210 and S-516 in fired heaters. The streams S210 and S-516 provide a total of 7.88*108 BTU/hr which as mentioned before covers most of the
heating requirements for the process.
Compression of the gas prior to cryogenic distillation is the most electrical power
intensive and requires a total of 1.67*104 kW. This is necessary to reduce the temperature at
which cryogenic distillation occurs. The compressors and pumps in the process are C-201, C202, C-500, C-501 and P-500. In the process however power is generated through gas expansion
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in the turbine T-201 which produces 5421 kW. This power is integrated into the process and
used to run the compressors. Another electricity requirement is in running the blower whose
power rating is 46.2 kW. The total electricity use for the process design 1.77*108 kW/year.
Cryogenic distillation, DC-202 is the most energy intensive process requiring a total of
1.63 GJ/year of refrigeration. The refrigeration system is an ethylene based system providing
refrigeration at -150 F. The top of the column is maintained at -96 F which is necessary for the
separation of hydrogen.
The MEA capture system, AB-201 is accompanied with its own utility system which is
overall cheaper than purchasing individual heating and cooling requirements. The capture system
therefore only has the dollar amount necessary to run it and not the individual utilities which are
provided in literature (Hwang, 2012).
The reactors (R-101 – R-108) and adsorption column AD-201 require a nitrogen purge
during the regeneration cycles to purge out any hydrocarbons before the units are regenerated.
The total nitrogen requirement is estimated to be about 4.27*106 CF/year. It is highly likely that
this number is an under estimate because the duration of the purging is likely to be longer than
previously stated.
Other cooling requirements of the process are satisfied using cooling water and chilled
water. The units H-201, DC-500 and H-501 require cooling water. The cooling water is
purchased at 80 F and has an expected increase in temperature to 120 F Seider et, al. The total
amount of cooling water necessary in the process is 4.12*1010 gal/year. The chilled water is
necessary in the adsorption column to provide dry air for the regeneration of the adsorption
column. The chilled air is purchased at 40 F and has an expected increase in temperature to 55F
Seider et, al. The total cooling water energy necessary for the process is 2.68*105 GJ/year.
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HX-101 reduces the temperature of the oxyreactor effluent S-113 from 1211F to S-201’s
temperature of 461F. At the same time, the feed to the reformers is increased from 288F to
1094F, which is the operating temperature of reformer R-101 and associated reformers. The heat
duty of HX-101 is 3.9E8 BTU/hr.
HX-101 reduces the temperature of the oxyreactor effluent S-113 from 1211F to S-201’s
temperature of 461F. At the same time, the feed to the reformers is increased from 288F to
1094F, which is the operating temperature of reformer R-101 and associated reformers. The heat
duty of HX-101 is 3.9E8 BTU/hr.
HX-201 is the first exchanger in the process involving cooling water. This exchanger
serves to cool the reactor effluent prior to separation processes in AD-201 and AB-201 as much
as possible using cooling water. The hot stream (S- 202), with a flow rate of 866,281 lb/hr is
cooled from 419 F to 176 F. The duty of the exchanger is 550MM BTU/hr.
HX-301 reduces the temperature of final product stream by heating the feed stream to the
membrane by cooling the final product stream. The heat duty of HX-101 is 1*106 BTU/hr.
The amounts and costs of the utilities required for this process are summarized in the
Table 2 and 3 below.
Table 2 utility summaries
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Table 3 detailed utility requirements for all units

Utility Name
Natural gas
Natural gas
Natural gas
Natural gas
Natural gas
Natural gas
Natural gas
Natural gas
Natural gas
Natural gas
Natural gas- recovered energy

Process Unit
H-101
R-101
R-103
R-105
R-107
H-500
DC-202
DC-500
H-502
H-500
S-210, S-516
Total

Quantity (MMBTU/yr)
2.62E+06
3.55E+05
3.55E+05
3.55E+05
3.55E+05
4.76E+05
4.82E+05
1.93E+06
9.20E+04
4.76E+05
-6.90E+06
5.89E+05

Utility Name
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity- recovered energy
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity

Process Unit
C-201
C-202
T-201
AD-201
P-500
DC-500
C-500
C-501
Total

Quantity (kWh/yr)
6.55E+07
8.04E+07
-5.42E+07
4.05E+05
2.01E+06
2.91E+06
4.84E+07
2.47E+07
1.70E+08

Utility Name
Refrigeration -150F

Process Unit
DC-202
Total

Quantity (GJ/yr)

Utility Name
MEA Capture System

Process Unit
AD-202
Total

Quantity

Utility Name
Nitrogen Purge

Process Unit
AD-201
Total

Quantity (CF/yr)

Utility Name
Natural Gas

Process Unit
AD-201
Total

Quantity (MMBTU/yr)
1.54E+04
1.54E+04

Utility Name
Cooling Water

Process Unit
H-201
DC-500
H-501
Total

Quantity (gal/yr)

Utility Name
Chilled Water

Process Unit
AD-201
Total

Quantity (GJ/yr)

1.63E+06
1.63E+06

1
1
4.27E+06
4.27E+06

2.80E+10
1.20E+10
1.30E+09
4.12E+10

2.68E+05
2.68E+05
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Equipment List and Unit Descriptions
Distillation Columns and Associated Equipment
DC-202 is a multistage distillation column that chiefly separates hydrogen, methane,
ethane, ethane and carbon monoxide from propane and propene prior to hybrid separation. It
contains 20 stages and fed (S-208) at the lowest tray, stage 19. The feed has a flow rate of 418,458
lb/hr. The molar reflux ratio of the column is 4.5. The condenser of the column operates at 270 psi
with a 10 psi condenser pressure drop and 0.11 pressure drop for each stage. The distillation
column bottoms S-501, a propane and propene rich stream flows at 406,818 lb/hr with conditions
of 125 F and 282 psi. The distillation column overhead S-210, a lights rich stream flows at 11,640
lb/hr with conditions of -96 F and 270 psi. The height and diameter of the column were 48 ft and
23.1 ft, respectively. The total bare module cost of the column was $9.5 million with an estimated
$57 million in utilities cost per year.
P-203 is a cast iron, centrifugal pump that is used to increase the pressure in the
condenser. Designed to accommodate a flow rate of 34,403 gallons per minute and a head of
334.4 ft, the pump’s bare module cost is $256,000. The pump requires 1496 kW of electricity
which is a yearly utility cost of $917,000.
P-205 is a cast iron, centrifugal pump that is used to increase the pressure in the reboiler.
Designed to accommodate a flow rate of 1,800 gallons per minute and a head of 493 ft, the
pump’s bare module cost is $82,000. The pump requires 78.3 kW of electricity which is a yearly
utility cost of $48,000.
RA-202 is a reflux accumulator used in DC-500. The accumulator is a 45,990 ft

3

horizontal, carbon steel tank. The accumulator has a length of 61.6 feet and diameter of 30.8 feet
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and is assumed to have a residence time of 5 minutes. The reflux accumulator’s bare module cost
is $295,000.
CN-202 is the condenser associated with the distillation column, DC-500. The condenser
operates at 270 psi so that vapor from the top stage of the distillation column, DC-500, can be
cooled using cooling water. CN-500 is made of carbon steel and has a length of 20 ft. With a
duty of 146.12 MMBTU, the condenser has a surface area of 17,795 ft . This leads to an
2

operating cost of $54,158,000 a year using cooling water and a bare module cost of $1,200,000.
RB-202 is the reboiler associated with the distillation column, DC-500. The reboiler is
made of carbon steel and has a length of 20 ft. With a duty of 44.5 MMBTU, the reboiler has a
surface area of 3,712 ft . The bare module cost of the reboiler is $2,100,000.
2

The multistage distillation column, DC-500, is used to provide an initial separation of
propene from propane. It was found for propane-propene separation, that 90 was the most
effective number of stages to be used in a distillation column (Benali, 2010). Trays in the column
were spaced two feet apart. Because the materials being distilled offer no corrosive or reaction
based concerns, carbon steel could be used as the construction material. The feed stream, S-501,
enters the distillation column at the 45th tray at a temperature of 125 F and pressure of 282 psi.
This feed stream is 47.5% propene by mass and has a flow rate of 407,700 lb/hr. To obtain an
acceptable separation of propene while keeping costs to a minimum, a reflux ratio of 5 was used.
The condenser of the column operates at 225 psi with a 10 psi condenser pressure drop and 0.11
pressure drop for each stage. The bottoms product, S-503, has a flow rate of 125,300 lb/hr with
the conditions of 121 F and 245 psi and is only .4% propene by mass. The column’s distillate, S502, is 68.4% propene by mass flowing at 282,400 lb/hr and is obtained at 103 F and 225 psi.
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The final height of the column is 192 feet with a diameter of 29.9 feet. This results in a purchase
cost of $10,875,000 and a bare module cost of $45,240,000.
P-500 is a cast iron, centrifugal pump that is used to increase the pressure in the
condenser. Designed to accommodate a flow rate of 7,100 gallons per minute and a head of 337
ft, the pump’s bare module cost is $79,600. The pump requires 308 kW of electricity which is a
yearly utility cost of $189,000.
P-501 is a cast iron, centrifugal pump that is used to increase the pressure in the reboiler.
Designed to accommodate a flow rate of 555 gallons per minute and a head of 493 ft, the pump’s
bare module cost is $18,900. The pump requires 24 kW of electricity which is a yearly utility
cost of $14,800.
RA-500 is a reflux accumulator used in DC-500. The accumulator is a 9,470 ft3
horizontal, carbon steel tank. The accumulator has a length of 36 feet and diameter of 18 feet and
is assumed to have a residence time of 5 minutes. The reflux accumulator’s bare module cost is
$1,172,000.
CN-500 is the condenser associated with the distillation column, DC-500. The condenser
operates at 225 psi so that vapor from the top stage of the distillation column, DC-500, can be
cooled using cooling water. CN-500 is made of carbon steel and has a length of 20 ft. With a
duty of 227 MMBTU, the condenser has a surface area of 27,600 ft2. This leads to an operating
cost of $1,196,000 a year using cooling water and a bare module cost of $1,066,000.
RB-500 is the reboiler associated with the distillation column, DC-500. The reboiler is made of
carbon steel and has a length of 20 ft. With a duty of 220 MMBTU, the reboiler has a surface
area of 18,400 ft2. The bare module cost of the reboiler is $729,000.
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MEA Absorption Column
AB-201 is an absorption column whose main purpose is to separate out carbon dioxide
from the reactor effluent prior to propane and propene hybrid separation process. This is part of
the system as mentioned will be purchased along with its own utility production system. The
efficiency of the carbon dioxide separation is 94% of the carbon dioxide present in the feed stream
is captured. The feed S-205 has a flowrate of 423,494 lb/hr with conditions 176F and 30 psi. The
outlet stream conditions were assumed to be similar to the feed conditions with an allowable
pressure drop of 5 psi through the column. The gas product stream therefore has a flowrate of
418,458 lb/hr and 176 F and 25 psi. The total bare module cost the capture system was estimated
to be $3.17 million and operating costs of $1.3 million.

Water Absorption Column
AD-201 is an adsorption column which principally dries the reactor effluent stream prior
to the gas separation process of propane and propene. The adsorption column dimensions are 35.7ft
and 11.9ft in height and diameter respectively. The system requires two such columns a blower,
chiller, heater, and heat exchanger. The packing for the column is 3A molecular sieves which
allows the gas molecules other than water to pass through. The loading capacity of the column is
92% with a total cycle time of 8hrs. For the regeneration process hot air at 350 F is blown through
for 7 hours and 1 hour allowed for transition and cooling of the packing. The total bare module
cost of the system is $3.8 million with yearly utilities of $1.7 million.

Compressors
C-201 is a carbon steel electric motor drive centrifugal compressor. C-201 functions to
compress the gas in S-206, prior to cryogenic distillation in DC-202. S-206 has a flow rate of
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419,000 lb/hr and is at 176 F and 35 psi. The outlet stream S-207, comes out at 100 psi and 294 F.
The compressor is isentropic and operates at 72% efficiency. A compressor rating of horsepower
required is 10,030 hp. The compressor total bare module cost was estimated to be $7.1 million and
$4.6 million in electricity utilities. The bare module cost incorporates intercooling costs for the
compressor.
C-202 is a carbon steel electric motor drive centrifugal compressor. C-202 functions to
compress the gas in S-207, prior to cryogenic distillation in DC-202. S-207 has a flow rate of
419,000 lb/hr and is at 294 F and 100 psi. The outlet stream S-208, comes out at 300 psi and 423
F. The compressor is isentropic and operates at 72% efficiency. A compressor rating of horsepower
required is 12,000 hp. The compressor total bare module cost was estimated to be $8.5 million and
$5.6 million in electricity utilities. The bare module cost incorporates intercooling costs for the
compressor.
C-500 is a cast iron and stainless steel, centrifugal compressor that is used to increase the
pressure of the product stream so that it can be liquefied and transported. The inlet stream, S507, enters at 20 psi, 94 F, and a flow rate of 177,100 lb/hr. The outlet stream, S-508, has the
same flow rate, an increased pressure of 250 psi, and a temperature of 338 F. The compressor
requires 7410 HP and 5530 kW of electricity which is a yearly utility cost of $3,389,000. The
compressor’s bare module cost is $5,251,000.
C-501 is a cast iron and stainless steel, centrifugal compressor that is used to increase the
pressure of the recycle stream so that it can be transported and mixed with the propane feed
stream, S-103. The inlet stream, S-514, enters at 20 psi, 77 F, and a flow rate of 207,500 lb/hr.
The outlet stream, S-515, has the same flow rate, an increased pressure of 78 psi, and a
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temperature of 181 F. The compressor requires 3780 HP and 2820 kW of electricity which is a
yearly utility cost of $1,727,000. The compressor’s bare module cost is $3,062,000.

Turbine
T-201 is a turbine whose main function is to lower the pressure of stream S-201, which is
at a temperature and pressure of 461 F and 52.5 psi respectively. This decrease in pressure is
necessary for the functioning of the absorption and adsorption columns in the process. The output
temperature and pressure of the turbine are 419 F and 35 psi. The turbine operates at 72% isentropic
efficiency produces net work of 8,349 hp. The bare module cost of the turbine is $1.4 million.

Pumps
P-502 is a cast iron, centrifugal pump that is used to increase the pressure of the stream
being fed to the membrane. The inlet stream, S-502, enters at 225 psi and a flow rate of 282,400
lb/hr. The outlet stream, S-504, has the same flow rate and an increased pressure of 575 psi.
Designed to accommodate a flow rate of 1180 gallons per minute, the pump’s bare module cost
is $44,000. The pump requires 230 kW of electricity which is a yearly utility cost of $141,000.

Heat Exchangers
HX-101 is a shell and tube heat exchanger that recovers heat from the reactor products to
heat the reactor feed. The reactor product is fed tube side at an inlet temperature 1211 oF at a flow
rate of 824,000 lb/hr and released and an outlet temperature of 353oF. The reactor feed is fed shell
side at an inlet temperature of 279 oF at a flow rate of 807,000 lb/hr and released at an outlet
temperature of 1094 oF. The heat exchanger recovers 442 MMBTU/hr which requires a surface
area of 21,000 square ft. The tubes are composed of stainless steel to handle the high reactor
product temperature. The total bare module cost of the heat exchanger is $1,313,000.
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HX-201 is the first exchanger in the process involving cooling water. This exchanger
serves to cool the reactor effluent prior to separation processes in AD-201 and AB-201 as much as
possible using cooling water. The hot stream (S- 202), with a flow rate of 866,281 lb/hr is cooled
from 419 F to 176 F. The duty of the exchanger is 550MM BTU/hr. This exchange is accomplished
using five units with an area of 11,000 ft2 each and the total bare module cost of $0.8 million. The
cooling water utility for the system is $2.8 million per year.
The shell and tube heat exchanger heat exchanger, HX-500, is used to both increase the
temperature of the stream fed to the membrane and to cool the product stream so that it can be
transported. The cold inlet stream, S-504, enters at 106 F and a flow rate of 282,400 lb/hr and
exits at the same flow rate at 162 F in stream S-505. The hot inlet stream, S-508, enters at 388 F
and a flow rate of 177,100 lb/hr and exits at 113 F at the same flow rate, S-509. The heat duty is
17.55 MMBTU/hr which requires a surface area of 2,220 ft2. The heat exchanger is made of
carbon steel and has a bare module cost of $163,900.

Heaters
Heater H-101 is a steam boiler that produces high pressure steam to be fed with propane
to the reactors to reduce coking of the catalyst which increases reactor run time. The boiler is fed
385,000 pounds of water per hour, most of which is recycled from downstream separations. The
water is fed at 166 oF and boiled at a pressure of 73 psi and heated to a temperature of 467 oF.
The duty on the boiler is 438 MMBTU/hr. Some of the boiler fuel cost is covered by recycled
hydrogen, propane, and a small amount of propylene while the rest of the cost is covered by
burning natural gas. The boiler is composed of stainless steel 304 and has a total bare module
cost of $74,400,000.
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The heater, H-500, is a fired heater that is used to vaporize the stream fed to the
membrane. The cold inlet stream, S-505, enters at 162 F and a flow rate of 282,400 lb/hr and
exits at the same flow rate and 257 F in stream S-506. The heater is made of carbon steel and has
a bare module cost of $1,932,000. The heat duty is 54.33 MMBTU/hr and by burning recycled
hydrogen, the utility cost is $847,000.
The heater, H-501, is used to liquefy the product stream so that it can be stored and
transported. The hot inlet stream, S-509, enters at 113 F and a flow rate of 177,100 lb/hr and
exits at the same flow rate and 100 F in stream S-510. The heat duty is 24.6 MMBTU/hr which
requires a surface area of 2,470 ft2. The heater is made of carbon steel and has a bare module
cost of $177,800. Cooling water is used and the yearly utility cost is $129,500.
The heater, H-502, is a fired heater that is used to vaporize the recycle stream. The cold
inlet stream, S-513, enters at -29 F and a flow rate of 207,500 lb/hr and exits at the same flow
rate and 71.6 F in stream S-506. The heater is made of carbon steel and has a bare module cost of
$727,000. The heat duty is 10.6 MMBTU/hr and by burning natural gas, the utility cost is
$164,000.

Reactors
Reactors R-101, R-103, R-105, and R-107 are identical reactors that operate much like
steam reformers. The function of the reactors is to continuously convert propane into propylene
and hydrogen. 121,000 pounds of propylene are generated per hour by each reactor. Propane is
fed with steam to the reactor at a temperature of 1094 oF and pressure of 73 psi. Steam is fed at a
2:1 steam to propane molar ratio to prevent coking of the catalyst and increase the activity of the
catalyst before regeneration. Each reactor achieves a molar conversion of propane of 32% with a
propene selectivity of 98% with side products of methane, ethylene, and ethane. The four
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reactors are run in parallel with 3 reactors running at any given time while the fourth is
regenerating catalyst. Each reactor runs for 6 hours and then is allowed 2 hours to shut down,
start up, and regenerate the catalyst. The catalyst is regenerated by feeding air at 1094 oF for one
hour to combust carbon deposition. Each reactor contains 326 tubes of 6-inch diameter to ensure
heat transfer to the center of the tube. The tubes are 50 feet in length and are contained within a
furnace burning 54 MMBTU/hr of natural gas to maintain a reactor temperature of 1094 oF with
the endothermic conversion of propane to propylene. The tubes make up a total reactor volume
of 3,200 cubic feet for each reactor. Each tube is composed of stainless steel 304 and has a wall
thickness of 1.8 inches to ensure structural integrity at high temperature. The tubes are packed
with 0.2-0.6% Pt-Sn/ZnAl2O5 catalyst with a weighted hourly space velocity of 2 hr-1 with
propane. The catalyst packing has a void fraction of 0.7 which gives a pressure drop of 16.7 psi
and residence time of 2 seconds. The reactor weighs 2,650,000 lbs and has total bare module cost
of $104,419,000 including catalyst costs.
Reactors R-102, R-104, R-106, and R-108 are identical reactors that operate in series
with the reformer reactors. These reactors are fed the product streams of the reformers along with
10% molar ratio of pure oxygen to propane to combust hydrogen and push the overall propane
conversion to 49%. 17,800 pounds of propylene are generated per hour by each reactor. These
reactors have lower propylene selectivity of 88% and produce carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide when propane and propylene combust with oxygen. Oxygen is dispersed evenly across
the catalyst bed to achieve optimal conversion. The oxygen feed is assumed to be pure; if trace
amounts of nitrogen are present, they will remain inert throughout the process until they are
removed by the cryogenic distillation unit DC-202. These reactors have the same operating cycle
as the reformers preceding them with 6 hours of run time and 2 hours of dead time with 3
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reactors operating at any given time. Each reactor operates adiabatically with a feed temperature
of 1094 oF and pressure of 56.3 psi. The overall system of reactions is exothermic producing 68
MMBTU/hr of heat which causes the products increase in temperature to 1211 oF and drop to a
pressure of 52.5 psi. The reactor is a pressure vessel with 12 feet in diameter and 18 feet in
length and a total volume of 2,178 cubic feet. The wall thickness is 0.625 inches of stainless steel
304 and each reactor weighs 27,600 pounds. The reactor is packed with 0.2-0.6% Pt-Sn/ZnAl2O5
catalyst with a weighted hourly space velocity of 2 hr-1 with propane. The bed has a void space
of 0.7 which gives a residence time of 2 seconds. The total bare module cost of each reactor and
its catalyst packing is $ 5,621,000.

Membrane
The membrane, M-500, is used to provide the final separation of propene from propane.
With a selectivity of 35, permeance of 2.77 E-8, and pressure drop of 555 psi from feed to
permeate, the required surface area of the membrane is 281,700 ft2. The cost of the YSZ support
necessary to manufacture the membrane costs $1,206,900. The cost of zinc nitrate hexahydrate is
$1,002,500. The cost of 2-methylimidazole used in the manufacture of the membrane costs
$27,457,000. This results in a membrane total cost of $30,873,000.
It should be noted that these cost estimates are based on prices obtained online for the
purchase of small quantities of the raw materials required for manufacturing the membrane.
These costing may be off by a factor of up to ten and more research is necessary to determine
more accurate raw material pricing and manufacturing costs.
The feed stream, S-506, enters the membrane at a temperature of 257 F and pressure of
575 psi. This feed stream is 68.4% propene by mass and has a flow rate of 282,400 lb/hr. The
retentate, S-511, has a flow rate of 105,300 lb/hr and is only 16% propene. The retentate is
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obtained at 110 F and 20 psi. The permeate product stream, S-507, flowing at 177,100 lb/hr is
99.5% propene by mass and is obtained at 94 F and 20 psi.
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Specification Sheets
Distillation Columns and Associated Equipment
DISTILLATION COLUMN
Identification:

Item

Distillation Column

Item No.

DC-202

No. Required

1

Function:

Remove hydrogen, carbon monoxide and light components

Operation:

Continuous

Type:

N/A

Stream ID

Feed

Bottoms

Overhead

S-208

S-501

S-210

Flow rate (lb/hr)

418,458

406,818

11,640

Temperature (ºF)

424

125

-96

Pressure (psia)

300

282

270

Propane

213,634

213,575

60

Propene

194,983

192,843

2,140

6,691

0

6,690

0

0

0

389

389

0

1,635

0

1,635

Carbon Dioxide

311

3

308

Methane

287

0

287

Ethane

247

6

241

Ethene

281

2

279

Composition (lb/hr)

Hydrogen
Oxygen
Water
Carbon Monoxide

Design Data:

Tray Type:

Sieve

Packing Material:

Metal

Tray Spacing(ft):

2

Vendor:

KOCH

Column Height (ft):

48

Column Diameter (ft):

23.1

Material of Constructon: Carbon Steel(SA-285 Grade C) & Stainless Steel
Number of Stages:

20

Feed Stage:

19

Reflux Ratio:

4.5

Boilup Ratio

1.12
o

Refrigeration -150 F

$

Natural Gas

$

857,000.00

Purchase Cost:

$

1,460,000.00

Bare Module Cost:

$

6,000,000.00

Condenser:

$

1,200,000.00

Reboiler System:

$

2,182,000.00

Reflux Accumulator:

$

295,000.00

Reflux Pump:

$

256,000.00

$

9,933,000.00

Cost of utilities/year:

54,158,000.00

Associated Costs:

Total Bare Module Cost:
Comments:

Average cost of carbon steel and stailess steel used in costing factors
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REFLUX ACCUMULATOR
Identification: RA-202
Function:
Acuumulate reflux in DC-202
Operation:
continuous
Design Data:
Type:
Material:
Diameter (ft):
30.8
Length (ft):
61.6
Capacity (ft^3):
45990
Residence Time (min) : 5
Total Bare Module Cost
$

295,000.00
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DISTILLATION COLUMN
Identification:

Item

Distillation Column

Item No.

DC-500

No. Required

1

Function:

To provide an initial separation of propene from propane.

Operation:

Continuous

Type:

N/A

Stream ID

Feed

Bottoms

Overhead

S-501

S-503

S-502

Flow rate (lb/hr)

407675

125287

282388

Temperature (ºF)

125

121

103

Pressure (psia)

282

245

225

Propane

213575

124413

89162.01

Propene

193699

484

193216

0.000134751

0

0

0

0

0

Water

390

390

0

Carbon Monoxide

0.02

0

0.02

Carbon Dioxide

2.54

0

2.54

Methane

0.03

0

0.03

Ethane

6.3

0

6.3

Ethene

2

0

2

Composition (lb/hr)

Hydrogen
Oxygen

Design Data:

Column Diameter (ft):

30

Material of Constructon:

Carbon Steel

Number of Stages:

90

Feed Stage:

45

Reflux Ratio:

5

Boilup Ratio
Cost of utilities/year:

14.13

Natural gas

$

3,435,000

Cooling water

$

1,195,000.00

Electricity

$

204,000.00

Purchase Cost:

$

10,875,000.00

Bare Module Cost:

$

45,240,000.00

Condenser:

$

1,066,000.00

Reboiler:

$

7,458,867.00

Reboiler Pump:

$

19,000.00

Reflux Accumulator:

$

1,172,000.00

Reflux Pump:

$

80,000.00

$

55,035,867.00

Associated Costs:

Total Bare Module Cost:
Comments:
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REBOILER PUMP
Identification:
Function:
Operation:
Design Data:

P-501
Increase pressure in the reboiler RB-500
Continuous
Type:
Material:
Flow Rate (gpm):
Head (ft):
Rating:

Utilities Electricity
Total Bare Module Cost

Centrifugal
Cast Iron
555
493
24kW

$
14,788.00
$
18,886.00
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Carbon Dioxide Capture System

CARBON DIOXIDE CAPTURE SYSTEM
Identification:

Item

Composite

Item No.

AB-201

No. Required

1

Function:

Remove carbon dioxide from reactor effluent prior to C3 separeation

Operation:

Continuous

Type:

N/A

Stream ID

Feed

Bottoms

Overhead

S-205

S-218

S-205

Flow rate (lb/hr)

423494

N/A

418458

Temperature (ºF)

176

N/A

176

Pressure (psia)

30

N/A

25

Propane

213634

N/A

213634

Propene

194983

N/A

194983

6697

N/A

6690

Composition (lb/hr)

Hydrogen
Oxygen

0

N/A

0

Water

548

N/A

389

Carbon Monoxide

1635

N/A

1635

Carbon Dioxide

5181

N/A

311

Methane

287

N/A

287

Ethane
Ethene

247
281

N/A
N/A

247
281

Operating Costs(including utilities):

$

Total Bare Module Cost:
$
Comments:
Water amd MEA present in bottoms composition.

1,330,000.00
3,170,000.00

Design data provided Hwang, etc., 2013.
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Water Adsorption System

WATER ADSORPTION SYSTEM
Identification:

Item

Adsorption Column

Item No.

AD-201

No. Required

2

Function:

Remove water from reactor effluent prior to C3 separeation

Operation:

Continuous

Type:

N/A

Stream ID

Feed

Bottoms

Overhead

S-204

S-213

S-205

Flow rate (lb/hr)

432420

422025

10395.36

Temperature (ºF)

176

176

176

Pressure (psia)

34.8

30

30

Propane

213634

0

213,634

Propene

194983

0

194,983

6697

0

6,697

0

0

0

Water

10967

10418

548

Carbon Monoxide

1635

0

1,635

Carbon Dioxide

5181

0

5,181

Methane

290

2.9

287

Ethane

250

2.5

247

Ethene

281

0

281

Composition (lb/hr)

Hydrogen
Oxygen

Design Data:

Packing Type:

Molecular Sieve

Packing Material:

3A Molecular Sieve

Packing Weight (lb):

250,000

Column Height (ft):

35.70

Column Diameter (ft):

11.9

Material of Constructon: Carbon Steel
Total cycle time (hr):

8

Regeneration time (hr): 7
Transition Time (hr):
Cost of utilities/year:

Electricity

$

28,350.00

Nitrogen (purge)

$

333,000.00

Chilled Water

$

1,340,000.00

Natural Gas

$

27,700.00

$

209,000.00

$

869,440.00

Purchase Cost:
Bare Module Cost:
Associated Costs:

1

Packing:

$

70,000.00

Blower:

$

125,190.00

Chiller:

$

109,140.00

Heater:

$

1,000,000.00

Heat Exchanger:

$

Total Bare Module Cost:
$
Comments:
Nitrogen utility to purge hydrocarbons fromcolumns

738,000.00
3,870,000.00

Cost is for both columns and associated equipment
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Compressors

COMPRESSOR
Identification:

Item

Compressor

Item No.

C-201

No. Required

1

Function:

Compress air before cryogenic distillation

Operation:

Continuous

Type:

First compressor in two stage compressor process

Stream ID

Stream In

Stream Out

S-206

S-207

418458

418458

Temperature (ºF)

176

294

Pressure (psi)

35

100

Air Flow Rate (lb/hr)

Design Data:

Cost of utilities/year:

Construction Material:

Carbon Steel

Consumed (Hp):

10,030

Drive Type:

Elecric Motor Drice

Total Cooling Duty (BTU/hr):

2.5*10

Electricity

7

$

4,586,349.00

Purchase Cost:

$

3,100,000.00

Bare Module Cost:
Comments:

$

7,130,000.00

Bare Module cost includes interstage cooling using recycled chilled water
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COMPRESSOR
Identification:

Item

Compressor

Item No.

C-202

No. Required

1

Function:

Compress air before cryogenic distillation

Operation:

Continuous

Type:

Second compressor in two stage compressor process

Stream ID

Stream In

Stream Out

S-207

S-208

Air Flow Rate (lb/hr)

418458

418458

Temperature (ºF)

294

423

Pressure (psi)

100

300

Design Data:

Cost of utilities/year:
Purchase Cost:
Bare Module Cost:
Comments:

Construction Material:

Carbon Steel

Consumed (Hp):

12,321

Drive Type:

Elecric Motor Drice

Total Cooling Duty (BTU/hr):

4.1*10

Electricity

7

$

5,628,440.00

$

3,700,000.00

$

8,510,000.00

Bare Module cost includes interstage cooling using recycled chilled water
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COMPRESSOR
Identification:

Item

Centrifugal Compressor

Item No.

C-500

No. Required

1

Function:

To compress the propene product.

Operation:

Continuous

Type:

N/A

Stream ID

Stream In

Stream Out

S-507

S-508

177101

177101

93.67574

338.2659

20

250

Air Flow Rate (lb/hr)
Temperature (ºF)
Pressure (psi)
Design Data:

Cost of utilities/year:

Construction Material:

Cast Iron/Carbon-Steel

Power (Hp):

7,411

Drive Type:

Electric Motor Drive

Electricity

$

3,388,000.00

Purchase Cost:

$

2,442,000.00

Bare Module Cost:
Comments:

$

5,251,000.00
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COMPRESSOR
Identification:

Item

Centrifugal Compressor

Item No.

C-501

No. Required

1

Function:

To increase the pressure of the recycle stream.

Operation:

Continuous

Type:

N/A

Stream ID

Stream In

Stream Out

S-514

S-515

207517

207517

71.6

180.7543

20

72.51887

Air Flow Rate (lb/hr)
Temperature (ºF)
Pressure (psi)
Design Data:

Construction Material:

Cast Iron/Carbon-Steel

Consumed/Produced power (Hp):3776
Drive Type:
Cost of utilities/year:

Electricity

Electric Motor Drive
$

1,726,000.00

Purchase Cost:

$

1,424,000.00

Bare Module Cost:
Comments:

$

3,062,000.00
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Turbine

TURBINE
Identification:

Item

Turbine

Item No.

T-201

No. Required

1

Function:

Lower pressure prior to water removal

Operation:

Continuous

Type:

Single stage turbine with recoverable power

Stream ID

Stream In

Stream Out

S-201

S-202

824709

824709

Temperature (ºF)

461

419

Pressure (psi)

52.5

35

Air Flow Rate (lb/hr)

Design Data:

Construction Material:

Carbon Steel

Produced power (Hp):

8,349

Purchase Cost:

$

795,000.00

Bare Module Cost:

$

1,431,000.00
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Pumps

PUMP
Identification

Function
Operation
Type
Stream ID

Item
Item No.
No. Required
To increase the pressure of the stream fed to the membrane.
Continuous
Pump
Stream In
S-502

Flow Rate (lb/hr)
Inlet Temperature (ºF)
Pressure (psia)
Design Data:
Cost of utilities/year:
Purchase Cost:
Bare Module Cost:
Total Bare Module Cost:
Comments:

282388
103
225
Flow Rate (gpm)
Construction materials
Electricity

Centrifugal Pump
P-500
1

Stream Out
S-504
282388
106
575

1181
Cast Iron
$
$
$
$

141,000.00
13,300.00
44,000.00
44,000.00
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Heat Exchangers

HEAT EXCHANGER
Identification

Function
Operation
Type
Stream ID
Stream In
Stream Out

Item
Item No.
No. Required
Heats feed to the reformer using oxyreactor products
Continuous
Floating head, shell and tube
Tube Side
S-133
S-201

Flow Rate (lb/hr)
Inlet Temperature (ºF)
Outlet Temperature (ºF)
Design Data:

Purchase Cost:
Bare Module Cost:
Comments:

824709
1211
353

Heat exchanger
HX-101
1

Shell Side
S-102
S-103
806901
279
1094

2

Surface area (ft )
LMTD (ºF)
Heat duty (MMBTU/hr)
Construction materials

21000
141
442.436
Stainless steel/stainless steel
$
210,000.00
$
1,313,000.00
Costed by combining a 12000sqft and 9000sqft heat exchangers
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HEAT EXCHANGER
Identification

Function
Operation
Type
Stream ID

Item
Item No.
No. Required
Cool the products from the reactor complex
Continuous
Floating head, shell and tube
Tube Side

Flow Rate (lb/hr)
Inlet Temperature (ºF)
Outlet Temperature (ºF)
Design Data:

Cost of utilities/year:
Purchase Cost:
Total Bare Module Cost:

Heat exchanger
HX-201
5

Shell Side

866281
419
176
2

Surface area (ft )
Cooling Duty (MMBTU/hr)
Construction materials
Cooling Water

CW
80
120
11000
550
Carbon Steel
$
$
$

2,799,524.00
230,000.00
738,300.00
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HEAT EXCHANGER
Identification

Item

Heat exchanger

Item No.

HX-500

No. Required

1

Function

To increase the temperature of the stream fed to the membrane.

Operation

Continuous

Type

Floating head, shell and tube

Stream ID

Tube Side

Shell Side

Stream In

S-504

S-508

Stream Out

S-505

S-509

282388

177101

Inlet Temperature (ºF)

106

338

Outlet Temperature (ºF)
Design Data:

162

Flow Rate (lb/hr)

113
2

Surface area (ft )

2223

LMTD (ºF)

52.7

Heat duty (MMBTU/hr) 17.55
Construction materials

Carbon Steel

Purchase Cost:

$

52,000.00

Bare Module Cost:
Comments:

$

164,000.00
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Heaters

STEAM BOILER
Identification

Function
Operation
Type
Stream ID

Item
Item No.
No. Required
Produces steam to be fed to the reformer
Continuous
Fired heater
Inlet
S-137

Flow Rate (lb/hr)
Temperature (ºF)
Pressure (psi)
Design Data:
Cost of utilities/year:
Purchase Cost:
Bare Module Cost:
Total Bare Module Cost:
Comments:

385471
166
73
Heat duty (MMBTU/hr)
Construction materials
Natural gas

Heater
H-101
1

Outlet
S-138
385471
467
73
438.439
Stainless steel 304
$
$
$
$

6,134,831.00
40,000,000.00
74,400,000.00
74,400,000.00

Fed by fuel gas in S-142
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HEATER
Identification

Item

Heater

Item No.

H-500

No. Required

1

Function

To vaporize the stream fed to the membrane.

Operation

Continuous

Type

Fired heater

Stream ID

Stream In

Stream Out

S-505

S-506

Flow Rate (lb/hr)

282388

282388

Temperature (ºF)

162

257

Pressure (psia)
Design Data:

575

575

Heat duty (MMBTU/hr) 54.33
Construction materials

Cost of utilities/year:

Recycled hydrogen

Carbon Steel
$

847,000.00

Purchase Cost:

$

610,000.00

Bare Module Cost:
Comments:

$

1,932,000.00
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HEATER
Identification

Function
Operation
Type
Stream ID

Item
Item No.
No. Required
To liquify the propene product.
Continuous

Flow Rate (lb/hr)
Temperature (ºF)
Pressure (psia)
Design Data:
Cost of utilities/year:
Purchase Cost:
Bare Module Cost:
Comments:

Heat exchanger
H-501
1

Stream In
S-509
177101
113
250
Heat duty (MMBTU/hr)
Construction materials
Cooling Water
Construction materials

Stream Out
S-510
177101
100
250
24.566
$
$
$

130,000.00
Carbon Steel
56,000.00
178,000.00
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HEATER
Identification

Item

Heater

Item No.

H-502

No. Required

1

Function

To vaporize the recycle stream.

Operation

Continuous

Type

Fired heater

Stream ID

Stream In

Stream Out

S-513

S-514

Flow Rate (lb/hr)

207517

207517

Temperature (ºF)

-29

72

Pressure (psia)
Design Data:

20

20

Heat duty (MMBTU/hr) 10.497
Construction materials

Carbon Steel

Natural gas

$

164,000.00

Purchase Cost:

$

332,000.00

Bare Module Cost:
Comments:

$

727,000.00

Cost of utilities/year:
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Reactors

REFORMER
Identification Item
Item No.
No. Required
Function
Produces propene through propane dehydrogenation
Operation
Continuous
Type
N/A
Stream ID
Inlet
S-106
Temperature (ºF)
1094
Pressure (psi)
73
Flow rate (lb/hr)
806901
Composition (lb/hr)
Propane
406720
Propene
13936
Hydrogen
0
Oxygen
0
Water
386235
Carbon monoxide
0.01
Carbon dioxide
2.25
Methane
0.03
Ethane
5.56
Ethene
1.76
Design Data:
Number of tubes:
Tube diameter (ft):
Tube length (ft):
3

Total volume (ft ):
Wall thickness (in):
Vessel weight (lb):

Vertical Vessel
R-101, R-103, R-105, R-107
4

Outlet
S-113
1094
56.3
806901

278858
135420
5812
0
386235
0.01
2.25
203
120
250
326 Catalyst:
.2-.6%Pt-Sn/ZnAl2O5
0.5 Propane conversion:
0.32
50 Propylene selectivity:
0.976
3203 C1-C2 selectivity:
1.8 COx selectivity:
2,649,700 Particle diameter (in):

0.024
0
0.1

3

Velocity (ft/s):
32 Bulk density (g/cm ):
0.336
Residence time (sec):
2 Catalyst weight (lb):
67655
WHSV (1/hr)
2 Regeneration time (hr):
1
Void fraction:
0.7 Duty (MMBTU/hr)
53.99
Pressure drop (psi):
16.7 Contruction material: Stainless Steel 304
Cost of utilities/year:Natural gas
$
2,525,000.00
Purchase Cost:
$
25,458,000.00
Bare Module Cost:
$
97,089,000.00
Associated Costs:
Catalyst
$
7,330,000.00
Total Bare Module Cost:
$
104,419,000.00
R-103, R-105, R-107 are identical to R-101
Comments:
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Membrane

MEMBRANE
Identification:

Item

ZIF-8 Membrane

Item No.

M-500

No. Required

1

Function:

To provide an final separation of propene from propane.

Operation:

Continuous

Type:

N/A

Stream ID

Feed

Permeate

Retentate

S-506

S-507

S-511

Flow rate (lb/hr)

282388

177101

105287

Temperature (ºF)

257

94

110

Pressure (psia)

575

20

20

Propane

90036

928

89108

Propene

4592

176174

16207

Composition (lb/hr)

Design Data:

Selectivity (propylene/propane
2

Propene permeance (mol/m /Pa)
2

Area (ft )

35
2.77E-08
281692

Pressure drop: feed to permeate

555

Pressure drop: feed to retentate

555

Purchase Cost:

$

29,666,000.00

Bare Module Cost:

$

55,178,000.00

$

1,206,000.00

$

56,384,000.00

Associated Costs:

YSZ Support

Total Bare Module Cost:
Comments:
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Equipment Cost Summary
The summary of all equipment purchase and bare module costs is presented in the table
below. The total cost for plant equipment is $676 MM, 85% of which is attributed to the cost of
our reactor complex. This was anticipated to be the largest cost in our process due to the
additional capacity needed for regeneration and the requirements of the reformers and
oxyreactors. This number is large but in sync with similar projects in industry. A discussion of
the reformers and their material needs is discussed in the unit description section and economic
analysis section.
HX-101, which exchanges heat between the feed and effluent of the reactor complex, is
the most expensive heat exchanger due to its massive area. This large area was required to
minimize utilities and maximize energy efficiency.
The C3 separation was also a significant part of the equipment cost due to the high costs
of the distillation column and membrane. The high costs of the hybrid approach compared to
using just a distillation column are discussed in the other considerations section.
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Table 4 detailed equipment costs for all units
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Fixed-capital Investment Summary
Table 5 summary of fixed costs
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Operating Cost- Cost of Manufacture
Our variable costs are broken down into raw materials, utility costs, labor costs, and other
general expenses that scale with production. The general summary of all costs and investments is
shown in the following table.
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Table 6 Investment summary
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Other Important Considerations
Plant Location
The proposed plant will be located in Middle East and will produce 700 kilotons of
propene a year. This location was chosen to supply the propene needs in the Middle East and
Europe (ICIS, 2016). The project will able to avoid the current supply glut of propene in China
by focusing on supplying these markets. This location will also minimize propane costs because
propane feed stocks are readily available from the oil refinery operations there.

Environmental Problems
Most of the fired heaters throughout the plant burn hydrogen to produce heat which
produces hot air and steam. This effluent would need cooling to minimize the local
environmental impact. The furnace effluents could be cooled with the incoming boiler water.
Propene emissions are not expected to exceed concentrations in the range of 0.1-4.8 parts
per billion (ppb) in rural air and 4-10.5 ppb in urban air. Industrial samples have shown 7-260
ppb which is well below the 500 ppm guideline. It is therefore not considered that propene has
any adverse effects on the global environment. Propane is non-toxic and will not create an
environmental hazard if released as a liquid or vapor. The only damage potential exists if the
vapor is ignited after spill (LFL-2.1% and UFL-10.1%).

Membrane Separation
An important aspect of the design to consider is that the membrane used, ZIF-8, has only
ever been implemented on a laboratory scale. This means that all of the data obtained is based on
lab results and is assumed to scale to our design parameters. However, this is unlikely to be true
due to ideal conditions available in the lab which would be difficult to replicate in a production
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plant. For this reason, more research must be done to determine if it is viable to create ZIF-8
membranes on a large enough scale as to be used in our design process for propene-propane
separation.

Plant Startup
Special attention should be paid to the plant layout due to the potential hazard of the ignition
materials in the process. Startup of the plant though out of scope of the project would increase
costs above the predicted values in the profitability analysis provided in Seider, et al. This is due
to the amount of heat integration on the process and the size of the recycle streams in the process.
The change in the startup cost would however not have a large impact in the profitability of the
process as this would ideally require only a singular startup.

Health Information
Propylene storage (liquid) form of propene has the potential to cause frostbite, permanent
eye damage, and freeze burn. When handling the storage form of propene appropriate protective
garments should be worn to prevent body contact with propene. In vapor form, propene is nontoxic in the recommended 500ppm and is toxic at high concentration (300,000ppm). Propene is
not likely to cause cancer even when inhaled. Similar considerations should be made for propane
as propylene when handling the liquid form of propane. The vapor form however may cause
headaches, dizziness and myocardial irritability after excessive exposure.

Physical Hazard Information
Propylene is a flammable liquid and vapor with high vapor pressure. The lower
flammability level for propylene is about 20,000 ppm, and the flash point is -162ºF (- 108ºC).
Liquid propylene may release flammable vapors below ambient temperature and forms a
flammable mixture with air. Propylene vapor are heavier than air, and may travel long distance
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to an ignition point or flash back. Therefore, propylene should be handled only with adequate
ventilation and in areas where ignition sources have been removed. Propylene can only be stored
in approved container such as bond and ground container to keep propylene away from flame,
spark and excessive temperature. Empty product container or vessel should be returned to the
Supplier or contact AmeriGas for safe disposal. If flammability levels are reached, evacuate the
area and call emergency response personnel.
As a flammable liquefied gas under pressure, propane should be kept away from heat,
spark, flame and all other ignition sources. Propane should store in a safe, authorized location
with adequate since propane is heavier than air, and can collect in low areas that are without
sufficient ventilation. If there is spill of the material, do not attempt to extinguish fire until
propane source is isolated. Dry chemical, CO2, water and fog can be used as extinguishing
media to put out fire. Propane, propylene and hydrogen concentrations are maintained above
their UEL by feeding small oxygen concentrations to the reactors.
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Profitability Analysis – Business Case
The economic analysis of this project is summarized in the following tables. Based on
standard practice in the commodity chemicals industry, a conservative plant life of 20 years was
chosen. At current prices of propene and propane, the process using the STAR technology and a
hybrid membrane is not economical.
While the hybrid system for propene separation was fully developed in our analysis due
to its previously stated optimization in terms of cost, the options of using only a distillation
column and using only a membrane were also explored. The bare module cost of the hybrid
system was found to be $120 million with a utility cost of $16.2 million. Using only a distillation
column, the bare module cost increases to $182.5 million while the total utility cost per year
decreases to $12.7 million. The membrane only separation system has the highest utility cost of
$8 million per year and the highest bare module cost of $275 million. It should be noted that
membrane costs may be off by as much as a factor of ten due to material costs being based on
purchasing low quantity amounts whereas the membrane design calls for a large quantity of
materials to be bought and used. This results in a very ambiguous set of values related to the bare
module cost of the membrane and hybrid systems. Without having more accurate purchase price
date for the materials used in making the membrane, it is difficult to draw a reasonable
conclusion as to which method of separation is most cost effective and efficient.
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Table 7 Profitability analysis
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Table 7 contains the results of the profitability analysis of this project at current market
conditions. For capital investment accounting purposes, a five year MACRS depreciation
schedule was chosen. The profitability analysis was conducted assuming one year of
construction time and three years to ramp up to full production. Equipment costs were reported
using estimates from Seider, et. al, 2009. The estimates for variable cost include the raw
materials, utilities, and general expenses necessary for production. The fixed cost estimates
include operations, maintenance, operating overhead, taxes, and depreciation. Although the best
effort was made to minimize variable and fixed costs, we acknowledge that there is always room
for improvement in the plant design and these costs may be able to be reduced further.
This project is highly sensitive to crude prices and the margin between propane and
propene. The IRR of this project as a function of the price of propene in shown below in Figure
8.
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Figure 8- IRR as a function of price of propene

Sensitivity analysis were also conducted to analyze the effect of changes in total
permanent investment, variable costs, and fixed costs on overall profitability. These results are
presented in Table 8 below. Using these analyses, it is possible to determine that even if the
alternative methods of C3 separation were used, the project is not financially feasible under
current economic conditions.
At current market prices, this design is not expected to be profitable due to a negative
IRR and an NPV of $857,000,000. However, economic feasibility depends on volatile market
conditions. Market research shows that propene prices will remain depressed over the next few
years due to increased on-purpose production coming online and softer demand. In positive
news, however, the price of propane is also expected to remain depressed. As the following table
shows, the price of propene has to rise above $0.43 for this process to make economic sense.
Fortunately, the price of propane is not highly correlated with the price of propene, making the
possibility of this price gap rise possible. As recent as 2015, prices of propene hovered around
$0.50 which would allow for an IRR of 11% at our current variable costs. Market analysis has
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shown that other companies have already taken advantage of this opportunity in the past few
years, shifting the market dramatically. This project may make sense in the long term as reduced
production of propene from steam cracker and refineries will drive up prices.
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Table 8: Expected IRR as function of Fixed Costs, Variable Costs, and Total Permanent Investment
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Conclusion
The design and profitability analysis for the process to manufacture 700 kT/year of
polymer grade propene from propane oxydehydrogenation has been presented. The reduction in
propene supplies from steam cracker and refineries, in combination with the resulting higher
price levels, are supporting investment in on-purpose production. However, market analysis has
shown that other companies have already taken advantage of this opportunity in the past 3 years,
shifting the market dramatically. Under current economic conditions, the project has an
estimated NPV of -$865MM and a negative IRR. This project may make economic sense if a
rebound in the price of propene is expected in the future.
The largest factor affecting the degree of profitability for this project is the margin
between propane and propene. Due to the recent large investments in PDH plants by companies
around the world, the market is unattractive to producers in the short term. Currently, plants are
producing at 70% capacity to avoid flooding the market with propene. However, potential
increases in the price of propene may make this design economical, especially considering a
plant life of 20 years.
In addition to improving the propane/propene price margin, another way to improve the
feasibility of this project is to decrease capital and operating costs. The capital costs are very
large for this project due to the high temperatures at which the reactors are run and the need for
excess capacity for regeneration. While there is room for improvement, this design is still within
a factor of 2 of the cost of similar plants built in the Philadelphia area. Discussions with industry
sources have also indicated that the UOP process is more economical that the STAR by Thyssen
Krupp process that this design uses.
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Appendix A: Sample Calculations
Reactor Calculations
𝑚9:;:<=>; = 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑙𝑏
𝑙𝑏
𝑚OPQO:RS = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
ℎ𝑟
𝑊𝐻𝑆𝑉 = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ℎ𝑟 \]
𝑉^ = 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑡 "
𝑙𝑏
𝜌`a<b = 𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑒𝑑
𝑓𝑡 "
𝑙𝑏
𝜌O:P;d9<S = 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒
𝑓𝑡 "
𝜖 = 𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝜏 = 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ℎ𝑟
𝑓𝑡 "
𝑄 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
ℎ𝑟
𝐷d = 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑡
𝐵𝑡𝑢
𝑘 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑒𝑑
ℎ𝑟 ∗Q 𝐹 ∗ 𝑓𝑡
𝐵𝑡𝑢
ℎ = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟
ℎ𝑟 ∗Q 𝐹 ∗ 𝑓𝑡 )
𝐵𝑖 = 𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑡 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟, 𝐵𝑖 < 0.1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝐿 = 𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑓𝑡
𝑁 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑠
𝑡>O = 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑡
𝑃s = 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑎
𝑆 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑎
𝐸 = 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
𝑙𝑏
𝜌v = 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑓𝑡 "
𝑊 = 𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑙𝑏
𝑓𝑡
𝑣> = 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑠
𝐷O = 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛
𝜙 = 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠
𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑎
𝑟 = 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑠
𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑎
𝐷9 = 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑠
𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑎
Δ𝑝 = 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
𝑠
𝑙𝑏
𝜇 = 𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑
𝑓𝑡 ∗ ℎ𝑟
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𝜌z = 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 (
𝑚9:;:<=>; =

𝑚OPQO:RS
𝑊𝐻𝑆𝑉

𝑚9:;:<=>;
𝜌`a<b

𝑉^ =
𝜏=

𝑙𝑏
)
𝑓𝑡 "

𝑉^
𝑄

𝜖 =1−

𝜌`a<b
𝜌O:P;d9<S

𝐷d =

𝑘𝐵𝑖
ℎ

𝑁=

𝑉^
𝐷d) 𝐿

𝑡>O =

𝑃s 𝐷d
2𝑆𝐸 − 1.2𝑃s

𝑊 = 𝜋 𝐷d + 𝑡>O 𝐿 + 0.8𝐷d 𝑡>O 𝜌v
𝑄
𝑣> = 𝜋
𝐷)
4 d
𝜙=

𝑟
𝐷9

Δ𝑝 =

150𝜇𝐿 1 − 𝜖
𝐷O)
𝜖"

)

𝑣> +

1.75𝐿𝜌z (1 − 𝜖)
𝑣> |𝑣> |
𝐷O
𝜖"

Adsorption Column Calculations Procedure and Considerations
1.Determine the content of the component(s) that are to be removed from the process stream in
question. If a reactor with solid/bed catalyst obviously this is not pertinent.
2.Find a suitable adsorbent and the likely “loading” that is applicable. That is how many pounds
of the component per 100 pounds of adsorbent are applicable. This is from supplier’s data or
literature data to be confirmed by a supplier.
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3.Typical “CYCLE TIMES” for a system in which the component content is essentially constant
or near constant are 8, 12 or 24 hours. That is the CYLCLE represents the total time period from
the moment the bed goes “on stream” to the time it has been regenerated and is ready to “go on
stream” again.
The selection of the cycle times is such that it may more likely end and start with a “shift
change” of operators. Now the 12-hour cycle would not meet that criterion but would mean that
it is to be completed every day at the same time by whatever crew is on shift!
4.In the case where the process stream impurities are not known and/or are not constant; or are at
a very low concentration and the cycle might be for a month or more. Example: oftentimes a
product stream contains a detectable impurity and it must be removed, but its actual chemical
structure is not known, the application of activated carbon is used to remove it. The applicability
of the activated carbon would have been determined by experimental work. In this case it is
often the norm to include only one such bed and the contents (activated carbon) are replaced
rather than regenerated.
5.Having determined the amount to be removed per hour and the loading and selecting a cycle
time we can size the bed; i.e., calculate the pounds/volume of adsorbent required.
6.An L/D of 3/1 is a good rule of thumb for the dimensions of the bed holding vessel. Allow for
the volume of the “heads” of the vessel to be filled with “ceramic balls” to assist in distribution
of the process gas both at the inlet and the outlet. So, only the “straight height” of the vessel will
be filled with absorbent.
7.Remember that the higher the pressure the greater the wall thickness of the vessel will be. This
criterion may influence your L/D choice as the smaller the diameter the smaller the wall
thickness (and the price of the vessel in general).
8.As a rule two beds are placed in service. One is on stream while the other is regenerated and
made ready to go on stream. A sketch will be sent separately from this note.
9.Normally the “heat of adsorption” is not sufficient to raise the bed temperature significantly.
However, it should be looked at to be certain. The heat of adsorption is not normally available
and one can use the heat of condensation (latent heat) as an approximation. If there is a
significant heating effect one should consider cooling the inlet gas to account for the heating of
the bed to attempt to hold it isothermal.
10.Next one must calculate the “total heat content” of the bed; vessel and associated piping and
valves to determine how much heat must be added to the bed and associated equipment to reach
the “required regeneration temperature”. For driers and carbon/molecular sieve adsorbers a
temperature of 300 degrees F is sufficient. Driers and molecular sieve adsorbers can be operated
at 100 degrees F and oftentimes they are operated at 40 degrees F to increase their adsorptive
capacity significantly. The trade-off between the smaller bed and associated equipment is the
higher cost of the refrigeration load to cool the bed back down to 40 degrees F.
Remember the heat content of the vessel and piping and valves must be included. The vessels
will be insulated to reduce heat losses and the insulation content can be ignored.
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11.For a rough estimate at the early stage of a design at which time the piping and valves have
not been selected/designed lets simply use a factor of 1.25 times the bed and vessel heat content
as the total heat load.
12.Now let’s look at the process sketch while a description of the events take place:
· The newly regenerated bed will be brought on stream by “cracking open” the inlet valve to
pressurize the bed.
· When the operating pressure is reached the outlet valve will be opened slowly such that the
process stream is now distributing between the “old bed” and the “new bed”.
· Next the outlet valve of the old bed is slowly closed until all the flow is passing through the
new bed.
· The inlet to the old bed is closed.
· Now the old and new beds are isolated from each other and the regeneration process can take
place.
· The old bed will be at the operating pressure and must be relieved to near atmospheric pressure.
· The disposal or recovery of the relieving gases is to be considered in your design. It cannot as
a rule be relieved to the atmosphere and if it is toxic it must receive special consideration.
13. Next the regeneration begins:
· There is an external recirculation loop that contains a recirculation blower, a heater, a cooler if
the component to be removed is water or a material that can be readily condensed and sent to
treatment, a “knock-out pot” (simply a vessel to separate vapor from liquid), pressure control
systems (two) to relieve the system as the system heats up and the gases in the “closed loop”
expand and would raise the loop pressure if not relieved and the other to allow an inert gas to
enter the loop during the cooling cycle to prevent the loop pressure from falling due to a
contraction of the gases as the system cools.
· Steam, hot oil or an electric heater can supply the heat to the recirculation system if the high
temperature is not available via the other media. The inlet temperature to the bed will be 350
degrees F as a rule but must be verified with the supplier and for the specific application.
· The gas used in the loop can be one of several choices and depending on the bed composition
and the material that is being desorbed. The gas could be whatever gas is the process gas;
nitrogen (provided as make-up only and not once through) and some cases could be air if the
oxygen content would not cause a deterioration or safety hazard.
· The bed is at T operating, say 100 Degrees F. and the hot gas enters at 350 Degrees F. As a
simplifying assumption and by the way this works out quite reasonably one will assume that the
hot gas is cooled to the bed temperature, 100 Degrees F in this case, as it exits the bed; this will
be the case for one half of the heat up period. By the way the total regeneration cycle is 8 or 12
hours most likely and one must allow 1 hour for switching valves, depressurization and other
tasks for the transition. So as a for instance assume that the cycle is 8 hours then there is 7 hours
for the heating and cooling of the bed and the one hour for switching, depressurization and
repressurization.
· For the second half of the heating period (as of yet not specified beyond 7 hours for heating and
cooling) one assumes that the temperature out of the bed is a “straight line” between 100 Degrees
F and 300 Degrees F. Or that on average during the second half of the heating period the hot gas
exits the bed at the average temperature or 200 Degrees F. Remember for a solid bed the
temperature profile will be quite flat until the bed heats up along its length and along the way the
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exit temperature will begin to rise. Detailed dynamic calculations would show that the shape of
the exit case temperature curve with time would be exponential in shape. Perhaps the upswing
half of a parabola would describe it better.
· Given these pieces of information; the heat load, the temperature profile of the exit heated gas
and the heat capacity of the regeneration (heated gas) the “total flow” of the regeneration (heated
gas) can be calculated. This does not answer how long the heating period will be; that will be
computed later!
· Next we compute the cooling load required to bring the bed and associated equipment back to
operating temperature, in this example 100 Degrees F.
· Now the flow in the regeneration loop is valved so that the blower output goes through the
cooler and not the heater so that gas the supply to the bed is 100 Degrees F. In general, the flow
to the beds is in the downward direction so that the bed will not be subjected to a “lift” during
normal flow and regeneration.
· During cooling the same criteria are applied to the temperatures leaving the bed; during the first
half of the cooling cycle the temperature of the exit gas is the same as the bed (350 degrees F);
during the second half the temperature is the average of 350 and 100 degrees F or 225 degrees F.
From the cooling load, the gas heat capacity and the delta T’s the amount of gas required can be
calculated.
· Now the total amount of regeneration gas required for both the heating and the cooling periods
is known by the simple summation of the two. Remember that in this case the total time for
regeneration is 8 – 1 = 7 hours. Therefore, the gas flow rate will be the total gas calculated
divided by 7 hours. For blower design this should be converted to actual cubic feet per minute.
· Now the actual duration of the heating and cooling periods is simply the ratio between the total
gas required and the fraction of gas for cooling or heating which must add up to 1 times the 7
hours.
14.OTHER CONCERNS:
· The blower will heat up the recirculation gas and will then contribute to the heating
requirements. Don’t ignore this.
· The cooler is used in the suction of the blower to condense out water if present. Otherwise if
the regeneration gas is removing carbon dioxide or some other gas that does not condense then
the cooler is not needed if the blower capacity can be such that the hot gas return can be directly
added to the blower suction. Remember that the blower capacity is greatly reduced if the inlet
temperature (and hence the volume is increased lowering the capacity of the blower) is
increased.
· When removing “other” gases and not water, the recycle loop gases need to be purged at “some
rate” to be certain that the adsorbed component is desorbed. Judgment is required here.

Catalyst Burn Regeneration Calculations
Objective
1) Describe a method for removal of hydrocarbon or carbon residue that deposits on catalyst
during normal operation
2) This is done via controlled temperature and oxygen content of “burn-off” vapor
circulation.
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Issues of concern:
1) Maximum temperature allowed for catalyst during regeneration
2) Maximum amount of hydrocarbon(carbon) build up allowed between regenerations
3) Lower explosive limit (lel) for oxygen in “burn gas” if applicable
4) What is the maximum temperature of the bed/contents be allowed?
5) What temperature of the “burn gas” will be selected for the “burn”?
6) What temperature will the bed/contents be cooled to before placing
7) What composition of the recirculation gas?
Calculations:
1) Research the lel for oxygen in burn gas mixture if applicable and select a level of 50 % of
lel or less. This will be moderated by the maximum temperature in bed allowed.
2) The burn cycle will start by purging the vessels and piping with nitrogen to avoid
explosive mixtures
3) Start burn with appropriate oxygen % and use cooled combustion gas as carrier gas.
4) Select the burn gas inlet temperature based on maximum desired temperature in the bed.
5) Calculate the the exit temperature of the burn gas as: for one half the time the exit gas of
the reactor will be approximated as the cold end of the reactor assuming that for an
endothermic reaction this is significantly colder than the inlet end of the bed.
6) If the entire bed is at the same temperature use it.
7) For the second half of the burn cycle use the burn temperature as the outlet of the
recirculating gas.
8) Use the average of these two temperature values as the approximate for the average
temperature of the recirculation gas for the burn gas.
9) The exit combustion/recirculation gas must be cooled to the desired colder temperature
and recirculated to the reactor
10) Calculate the q value to cool the weight of the vessel (multiply that by 1.5 to include the
piping and valves); the catalyst bed; and the insulation. Then calculate the q to be
removed from the operating temperature to say 300 f in this case.
11) Now you can decide how long the burn cycle will take to burn all of the carbon off the
catalyst. You have decided how long you will operate the reactor and the carbon build
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up. Given the lbs of carbon you can calculate the amount of oxygen that you need at the
“safe” oxygen
12) Concentration to burn it off. Pick the time for burn and then you can simply calculate the
flow rate of burn gas required to remove all of the carbon.
13) Using the weights calculating above of the vessel and etc. Calculate the
q to be
removed for the cool-down. Using the average temperatures for cooling described above,
pick a time and with the q and time desired you can calculate the flowrate for cooling
required.
Remember now that during the burn cycle and the cooling cycle there is a need to cool the
recirculation gas before it returns to the reactor. Also, there is a need to purge or add to the
recirculation gas during burn and cooling.

Membrane Calculations
PermA =
∆𝑃: =

𝐹O =

𝐹O =

𝐹P =

FO ∗ 𝑌:
A ∗ ∆𝑃:

𝑃z ∗ 𝑍: − 𝑋: ∗ 𝑃P
𝑃z ∗ 𝑍:
ln
𝑋: ∗ 𝑃P

PermA 𝑃z ∗ 𝑍: − 𝑃P ∗ 𝑋:
∗
− 𝑌: ∗ 𝑃O
𝑃z ∗ 𝑍:
𝑌:
ln
𝑃P ∗ 𝑋:
PermA 𝑃z ∗ (1 − 𝑍: ) − 𝑃P ∗ (1 − 𝑋: )
∗
− (1 − 𝑌: ) ∗ 𝑃O
𝑃z ∗ (1 − 𝑍: )
1 − 𝑌:
ln
𝑃P ∗ (1 − 𝑋: )
(𝑍: − 𝑌: ) ∗ 𝐹z
𝑋: − 𝑌:

Area =

𝑌: ∗ 𝐹O

𝑃z ∗ 𝑍: − 𝑋: ∗ 𝑃P
− 𝑌: ∗ 𝑃O
𝑃z ∗ 𝑍:
ln
𝑋: ∗ 𝑃P
Ff = Feed Flow
Fp = Permeate flow
Fr = Retentate flow

∗ PermA
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Ya = Permeate Propylene comp
Xa = Retentate Propylene comp
Za = Feed Propylene comp
Pp = Permeate pressure
Pr = Retentate Pressure
Pf = Feed Pressure
S = Selectivity
PermA = Permeability propylene
PermB = Permeability propane

Pump Calculations

W = 7.27x10\• ∗ F ∗ ∆P
W = work (HP)
F = volumetric flowrate (ft3/hr)
∆P = pressure change (psia)
∆P
H=
𝜌•
H = head (ft)
𝜌• = liquid’s density (lb/ft3)

Heat Exchanger Calculations

((𝑇•d − 𝑇9Q ) − (𝑇•Q − 𝑇9d ))
𝑇 − 𝑇9Q
ln •d
(𝑇•Q − 𝑇9d )
Q= duty of the exchanger (BTU/hr)
U= heat exchanger transfer coefficient (BTU/hr/ft/F)
A= Surface area of the exchanger (ft2)
𝑇•d = inlet temperature of hot stream (R)
𝑇•Q = outlet temperature of hot stream (R)
𝑇9d = inlet temperature of cold stream (R)
𝑇9Q = outlet temperature of cold stream (R)
Q = UA∆T•“ =

Reflux Accumulator Calculations
F= (1+R) (Dvolumetric)
Volume = 2*F*τ
Assume L/D=2
2V
D=
𝜋

]
"

F = volumetric flow rate (ft3/hr)
Dvolumetric = distillate flow rate (ft3/hr)
R = reflux ratio
L = length of drum (ft)
D = diameter of drum (ft)
τ = residence time (hr)
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Distillation Column Calculations
𝑈z = 𝐶™š 𝐹™› 𝐹œ 𝐹•ž
]

𝜎 •
𝐹™› =
20
𝐿 𝜌Ÿ
𝐹•¡ =
𝑉 𝜌Ÿ
𝑈 = .85 ∗ 𝑈z

𝜌• − 𝜌Ÿ
𝜌Ÿ

]
)

]
)

]

)
4𝑉
D=
. 9𝜋𝜌Ÿ 𝑈
H = 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 + 𝑁›P:=> − 1 ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 + SumpSpace

Uf = flooding velocity (ft/s)
CSB = flooding correlation
FST = surface tension
𝜎 = surface tension of liquid (dyne/cm)
𝐹œ = foaming factor
FHA = hole area factor
𝜌Ÿ = density of the vapor phase (lb/ft3)
𝜌• = density of the liquid phase (lb/ft3)
L = liquid volumetric flow rate (ft3/s)
V = vapor volumetric flow rate (ft3/s)
D = diameter (ft)
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Appendix B: Aspen Plus Input Summary, Block Report and Stream Report
Flowsheet
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Appendix C: Material Safety Data Sheets
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